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(54) SCROLL COMPRESSOR

(57) A scroll compressor comprises: an orbiting scroll
(33) having an orbiting wrap (332), and which performs
an orbiting motion; a fixed scroll (32) having a fixed wrap
(323) with a fixed plate portion (321) having an inlet (324)
and an outlet (325) to form a compression chamber (V)
of a suction chamber, an intermediate pressure chamber
and a discharge chamber, by being engaged with the
orbiting wrap; and an offset portion (323b, 332b) provided
in at least one portion of the fixed wrap (322) or the or-
biting wrap (332) and extending an interval between the
fixed wrap (322) and the orbiting wrap (332), and the
offset portion is provided adjacent to the inlet (324).
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Description

[0001] This specification relates to a scroll compres-
sor.
[0002] Generally, a scroll compressor is being widely
used at an air conditioner, etc., in order to compress a
refrigerant, owing to its advantages that a compression
ratio is relatively higher than that of other types of com-
pressors, and a stable torque is obtainable since proc-
esses for sucking, compressing and discharging a refrig-
erant are smoothly performed.
[0003] A behavior characteristic of the scroll compres-
sor is determined by a non-orbiting wrap (hereinafter, will
be referred to as a fixed wrap) of a non-orbiting scroll
(hereinafter, will be referred to as a fixed scroll) and an
orbiting wrap of an orbiting scroll. The fixed wrap and the
orbiting wrap may have any shape, but they generally
have a shape of an involute curve for easy processing.
The involute curve means a curved line corresponding
to a moving path drawn by the end of a thread when the
thread wound around a basic circle having any radius is
unwound. In case of using such an involute curve, the
fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap stably perform a relative
motion since they have a constant thickness, thereby
forming a compression chamber to compress a refriger-
ant.
[0004] As the compression chamber of the scroll com-
pressor has a volume decreased towards an inner side
from an outer side, a suction chamber is formed at the
outer side and a discharge chamber is formed at the inner
side. A refrigerant sucked into the suction chamber has
a temperature of about 18°C, and a refrigerant dis-
charged from the discharge chamber has a temperature
of about 80°C. However, the orbiting scroll is not greatly
influenced by a refrigerant discharge temperature, since
a rear surface thereof is positioned between the orbiting
scroll and the fixed scroll in a supported state by a main
frame. On the other hand, the fixed scroll is exposed to
a refrigerant discharge temperature as a plate portion
which forms a rear surface thereof is coupled to an inner
space of a casing or a discharge cover or a high and low
pressure separation plate.
[0005] As the rear surface of the fixed scroll is exposed
to a refrigerant discharge temperature, the plate portion
of the fixed scroll is entirely influenced by the refrigerant
discharge temperature to be thermally-expanded. On the
other hand, a fixed wrap, provided on one side surface
of the plate portion of the fixed scroll and forming the
compression chamber, is not entirely influenced by a re-
frigerant discharge temperature. More specifically, a part
of the fixed wrap near a suction chamber is influenced
by a suction temperature, a part of the fixed wrap near
an intermediate pressure chamber is influenced by an
intermediate compression temperature, and a part of the
fixed wrap near a discharge chamber is influenced by a
discharge temperature. That is, the fixed wrap has a dif-
ferent thermal expansion rate according to a region. As
the plate portion of the fixed scroll is more thermally-

transformed than the fixed wrap, the fixed wrap is trans-
formed in a contracted shape.
[0006] Especially, since the fixed wrap near the suction
chamber directly contacts a cold suction refrigerant hav-
ing a temperature of about 18°C, the fixed wrap near the
suction chamber is more transformed than other regions,
because it has a tendency to be contracted towards a
central region. This may cause an orbiting wrap contact-
ing the fixed wrap formed near the suction chamber, to
be pushed by the bent fixed wrap. As a result, the orbiting
wrap having a crank angle of 180° at an opposite side is
spaced from the fixed wrap, resulting in a compression
loss.
[0007] Further, as a specific region of the fixed wrap
is more thermally-transformed than other regions, the
fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap may excessively contact
each other. This may increase a frictional loss or abrasion
between the fixed scroll and the orbiting scroll.
[0008] Therefore, an aspect of the detailed description
is to provide a scroll compressor capable of preventing
a compression loss due to leakage of a compressed re-
frigerant, the compression loss occurring as a fixed wrap
and an orbiting wrap are spaced from each other.
[0009] Another aspect of the detailed description is to
provide a scroll compressor capable of preventing an or-
biting scroll from being pushed by preventing a thermal
transformation of a specific part of a fixed wrap.
[0010] Another aspect of the detailed description is to
provide a scroll compressor capable of preventing a fric-
tional loss or abrasion between a fixed scroll and an or-
biting scroll, due to an excessive contact between a fixed
wrap and an orbiting wrap at a specific part.
[0011] To achieve these and other advantages and in
accordance with the purpose of this specification, as em-
bodied and broadly described herein, there is provided
a scroll compressor, including: a fixed scroll having a
fixed wrap, having an inlet at an edge region thereof, and
having an outlet at a central region thereof; and an orbit-
ing scroll having an orbiting wrap to form a compression
chamber by being engaged with the fixed wrap, wherein
an offset portion is formed to reduce a wrap thickness of
the fixed wrap near the inlet.
[0012] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
a fixed scroll having a fixed wrap, having an inlet at an
edge region thereof, and having an outlet at a central
region thereof; and an orbiting scroll having an orbiting
wrap to form a compression chamber by being engaged
with the fixed wrap, wherein at least part of a wrap thick-
ness decrease region of the fixed wrap or the orbiting
wrap is included within a range, from a point where the
inlet starts to a suction completion point on the basis of
a center of the fixed scroll, the suction completion point
formed on an inner side surface of the fixed wrap and
where suction at the compression chamber is completed.
[0013] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
a fixed scroll having a fixed wrap, having an inlet at an
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edge region thereof, and having an outlet at a central
region thereof; and an orbiting scroll having an orbiting
wrap to form a compression chamber by being engaged
with the fixed wrap, wherein an offset portion having a
predetermined depth in a radius direction is formed on
an inner side surface of the fixed wrap which faces the
inlet.
[0014] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
a fixed scroll having a fixed wrap, having an inlet at an
edge region thereof, and having an outlet at a central
region thereof; and an orbiting scroll having an orbiting
wrap to form a compression chamber by being engaged
with the fixed wrap, wherein an edge of an inner side
surface of the fixed wrap near the inlet is chamfered.
[0015] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
a fixed scroll having a fixed wrap, having an inlet at an
edge region thereof, and having an outlet at a central
region thereof; and an orbiting scroll having an orbiting
wrap to form a compression chamber by being engaged
with the fixed wrap, wherein an inner side surface of the
fixed wrap near the inlet is formed as a curved surface
having a smaller curvature radius than other parts.
[0016] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
an orbiting scroll having an orbiting wrap, and which per-
forms an orbiting motion; and a fixed scroll having a fixed
wrap to form a compression chamber of a suction cham-
ber, an intermediate pressure chamber and a discharge
chamber, by being engaged with the orbiting wrap,
wherein in a state where the orbiting scroll and the fixed
scroll are concentric with each other, when a distance
between the two wraps is defined as a an orbiting radius,
there exists an offset section having an interval larger
than the orbiting radius, between a side surface of the
orbiting wrap and a side surface of the fixed wrap which
faces the side surface of the orbiting wrap.
[0017] At least part of the offset section may be over-
lapped with a section which forms the suction chamber.
[0018] A wrap thickness within the offset section may
be smaller than a wrap thickness out of the offset section.
[0019] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
an orbiting scroll having an orbiting wrap, and which per-
forms an orbiting motion; and a fixed scroll having a fixed
wrap to form a compression chamber of a suction cham-
ber, an intermediate pressure chamber and a discharge
chamber, by being engaged with the orbiting wrap,
wherein an offset portion is formed on a side surface of
at least one of the fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap so as
to have a distance between the two wraps greater than
an orbiting radius defined as a distance between the two
wraps in a concentric state between the orbiting scroll
and the fixed scroll.
[0020] The offset portion may be formed on one side
surface of the fixed wrap, opposite to another side surface
of the fixed wrap which forms the suction chamber.

[0021] The offset portion may be formed such that at
least part thereof may be included between two virtual
lines which connect a center of the fixed scroll with two
ends of a section which forms the suction chamber.
[0022] When one side surface of the fixed wrap which
is towards a center of the fixed scroll is defined as an
inner side surface and another side surface opposite to
the one side surface is defined as an outer side surface,
the offset portion may be formed on the inner side surface
of the fixed wrap.
[0023] When one side surface of the orbiting wrap
which is towards a center of the orbiting scroll is defined
as an inner side surface and another side surface oppo-
site to the one side surface is defined as an outer side
surface, the offset portion may be formed on the outer
side surface of the orbiting wrap.
[0024] The offset portion may be formed such that its
depth may be increased towards a central region from
two ends thereof in a wrap moving direction.
[0025] The offset portion may be formed as a curved
surface having one or more curvature radiuses. And the
curvature radius of the offset portion may be smaller than
a curvature radius of the wrap.
[0026] The fixed wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, may have a sectional area decreased
towards a wrap end from a wrap root or a region near
the wrap root.
[0027] The orbiting wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, may have a sectional area increased
towards a wrap end from a wrap root.
[0028] The fixed wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, may have a stair-step at an edge of a
wrap end thereof.
[0029] The orbiting wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, may have a groove having a predeter-
mined depth near a wrap root.
[0030] The fixed wrap or the orbiting wrap at a section
where the offset portion is formed, may be formed to have
the same sectional area from a wrap root to a wrap end.
[0031] An offset amount of the offset portion may be
calculated by a formula, [a thermal expansion coefficient
of the scroll 3 a distance from a center of the scroll to a
side surface of a corresponding wrap 3 a temperature
difference between a suction refrigerant and a discharge
refrigerant].
[0032] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a scroll compressor, including:
a casing; a driving motor provided at an inner space of
the casing; a rotation shaft coupled to a rotor of the driving
motor, and rotated together with the rotor; a frame in-
stalled below the driving motor; a fixed scroll provided
below the frame, having an inlet and an outlet, and having
a fixed wrap; an orbiting scroll provided between the
frame and the fixed scroll, and having an orbiting wrap
which forms a compression chamber of a suction cham-
ber, an intermediate pressure chamber and a discharge
chamber, by being engaged with the fixed wrap, the or-
biting scroll having a rotation shaft coupling portion for
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coupling the rotation shaft in a penetrating manner; and
a discharge cover coupled to a lower side of the fixed
scroll, and configured to accommodate the outlet therein
in order to guide a refrigerant discharged through the
outlet to the inner space of the casing, wherein in a state
where the orbiting scroll and the fixed scroll are concen-
tric with each other, when a distance between the two
wraps is defined as a an orbiting radius, there exists an
offset section having an interval larger than the orbiting
radius, between a side surface of the orbiting wrap and
a side surface of the fixed wrap which faces the side
surface of the orbiting wrap, and wherein at least part of
the offset section is overlapped with a section which
forms the suction chamber.
[0033] The offset section may be formed such that at
least part thereof may be positioned within a range of
630° (crank angle), on the basis of a suction completion
point formed on an inner side surface of the fixed wrap
and where suction at the compression chamber is com-
pleted.
[0034] An offset amount at the offset section may be
calculated by a formula, [a thermal expansion coefficient
of the scroll 3 a distance from a center of the scroll to a
side surface of a corresponding wrap 3 a temperature
difference between a suction refrigerant and a discharge
refrigerant].
[0035] The compression chamber may include a first
compression chamber formed on an inner side surface
of the fixed wrap, and a second compression chamber
formed on an outer side surface of the fixed wrap. The
first compression chamber may be defined between two
contact points P11 and P12 generated as the inner side
surface of the fixed wrap contacts an outer side surface
of the orbiting wrap. And a formula of 0° < α < 360° may
be formed, wherein α is an angle defined by two lines
which connect a center O of the eccentric portion to the
two contact points P1 and P2, respectively.
[0036] In the scroll compressor of the present inven-
tion, since the offset portion concaved by a predeter-
mined depth is formed on a side surface of the fixed wrap
and/or the orbiting wrap at a section which forms the suc-
tion chamber, interference between the fixed wrap and
the orbiting wrap at a specific part may be prevented.
This may prevent leakage of a compressed refrigerant,
occurring at an opposite side (180°) to the suction cham-
ber to the suction chamber as the fixed wrap and the
orbiting wrap are spaced from each other.
[0037] Further, since interference between the fixed
wrap and the orbiting wrap at a specific part due to a
thermal transformation of the fixed wrap is prevented, an
excessive contact between the fixed wrap and the orbit-
ing wrap at the specific part may be prevented. This may
reduce a frictional loss, or abrasion of the fixed scroll or
the orbiting scroll, thereby enhancing a reliability of the
scroll compressor.
[0038] Further scope of applicability of the present ap-
plication will become more apparent from the detailed
description given hereinafter. However, it should be un-

derstood that the detailed description and specific exam-
ples, while indicating preferred embodiments of the in-
vention, are given by way of illustration only, since various
changes and modifications within the spirit and scope of
the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the
art from the detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0039] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate exemplary embodiments and together
with the description serve to explain the principles of the
invention.
[0040] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view illustrating an
example of a lower compression type scroll com-
pressor according to the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a sectional view taken along line ’IV-IV’ in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a planar view illustrating a thermally-de-
formed state of a fixed scroll in the scroll compressor
of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a frontal schematic view of the fixed scroll
of FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a sectional view illustrating a partial inter-
ference between a fixed wrap and an orbiting wrap,
in a coupled state of an orbiting scroll to the fixed
scroll of FIG. 3;
FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along line ’V-V’ in
FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a sectional view which illustrates part C" of
FIG. 6 in an enlarged manner;
FIG. 8 is a planar view illustrating a coupled state of
a fixed scroll and an orbiting scroll each having an
offset portion, in a concentric state of the fixed scroll
and the orbiting scroll in a scroll compressor accord-
ing to the present invention;
FIG. 9 is a planar view illustrating an offset portion
according to this embodiment in an enlarged man-
ner;
FIG. 10 is a sectional view taken along line ’VI-VI’ in
FIG. 9;
FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating a distance
between an inner side surface of a fixed wrap and
an outer side surface of an orbiting wrap when there
is provided no offset portion;
FIG. 12 is a schematic view illustrating a distance
between an inner side surface of a fixed wrap and
an outer side surface of an orbiting wrap when there
is provided an offset portion;
FIG. 13 is a planar view illustrating a coupled state
of a fixed scroll and an orbiting scroll each having an
offset portion according to the present invention;
FIG. 14 is a sectional view taken along line ’VII-VII’
in FIG. 13; and
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FIGS. 15 and 16 are longitudinal sectional views il-
lustrating offset portions according to other embod-
iments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0041] Hereinafter, a scroll compressor according to
the present invention will be explained in more detail with
reference to the attached drawings. For reference, the
scroll compressor according to the present invention is
to prevent interference between a fixed wrap and an or-
biting wrap at a region near a suction chamber, due to a
non-uniform thermal transformation of a fixed scroll, by
forming a wrap thickness of the fixed wrap near the suc-
tion chamber to be small. Thus, the present invention
may be applied to any type of scroll compressor having
a fixed wrap and an orbiting wrap. However, for conven-
ience, will be explained a lower compression type scroll
compressor where a compression part is disposed below
a motor part, more specifically, a scroll compressor
where a rotation shaft is overlapped with an orbiting wrap
on the same plane. Such a scroll compressor is appro-
priate to be applied to a refrigerating cycle of a high tem-
perature and a high compression ratio.
[0042] FIG. 1 is a longitudinal sectional view illustrating
an example of a lower compression type scroll compres-
sor according to the present invention, and FIG. 2 is a
sectional view taken along line ’IV-IV’ in FIG. 1.
[0043] Referring to FIG. 1, the lower compression type
scroll compressor according to this embodiment of the
present invention may include a casing 1 having an inner
space 1a; a motor part 2 provided at the inner space 1a
of the casing 1, and configured to generate a rotational
force in the form of a driving motor; a compression part
3 disposed below the motor part 2, and configured to
compress a refrigerant by receiving the rotational force
of the motor part 2.
[0044] The casing 1 may include a cylindrical shell 11
which forms a hermetic container; an upper shell 12
which forms the hermetic container together by covering
an upper part of the cylindrical shell 11; and a lower shell
13 which forms the hermetic container together by cov-
ering a lower part of the cylindrical shell 11, and which
forms an oil storage space 1b.
[0045] A refrigerant suction pipe 15 may be penetrat-
ingly-formed at a side surface of the cylindrical shell 11,
thereby being directly communicated with a suction
chamber of the compression part 3. And a refrigerant
discharge pipe 16 communicated with the inner space
1a of the casing 1 may be installed at an upper part of
the upper shell 12. The refrigerant discharge pipe 16 may
be a passage along which a refrigerant compressed by
the compressor 3 and discharged to the inner space 1a
of the casing 1 is discharged to the outside. And an oil
separator (not shown) for separating oil mixed with the
discharged refrigerant may be connected to the refriger-
ant discharge pipe 16.
[0046] A stator 21 which constitutes the motor part 2

may be installed at an upper part of the casing 1, and a
rotor 22 which constitutes the motor part 2 together with
the stator 21 and rotated by a reciprocal operation with
the stator 21 may be rotatably installed in the stator 21.
[0047] A plurality of slots (not shown) may be formed
on an inner circumferential surface of the stator 21 in a
circumferential direction, thereby winding a coil 25 ther-
eon. And an oil collection passage 26 configured to pass
oil therethrough may be formed between an outer cir-
cumferential surface of the stator 21 and an inner circum-
ferential surface of the cylindrical shell 11, in a D-cut
shape.
[0048] A main frame 31 which constitutes the compres-
sion part 3 may be fixed to an inner circumferential sur-
face of the casing 1, below the stator 21 with a predeter-
mined gap therebetween. The main frame 31 may be
coupled to the cylindrical shell 11 as an outer circumfer-
ential surface of the main frame 31 is welded or shrink-
fit to an inner circumferential surface of the cylindrical
shell 11.
[0049] A ring-shaped frame side wall portion (first side
wall portion) 311 may be formed at an edge of the main
frame 31, and a first shaft accommodating portion 312
configured to support a main bearing portion 51 of a ro-
tation shaft 5 to be explained later may be formed at a
central part of the main frame 31. A first shaft accommo-
dating hole 312a, configured to rotatably insert the main
bearing portion 51 of the rotation shaft 5 and support the
main bearing portion 51 in a radius direction, may be
penetratingly-formed at the first shaft accommodating
portion 312 in an axial direction.
[0050] A fixed scroll 32 may be installed at a bottom
surface of the main frame 31, in a state where an orbiting
scroll 33 eccentrically-coupled to the rotation shaft 5 is
disposed between the fixed scroll 32 and the main frame
31. The fixed scroll 32 may be fixedly-coupled to the main
frame 31, and may be fixed to the main frame 31 so as
to be moveable in an axial direction.
[0051] The fixed scroll 32 may include a fixed plate
portion (hereinafter, will be referred to as a first plate por-
tion) 321 formed in an approximate disc shape, and a
scroll side wall portion (hereinafter, will be referred to as
a second side wall portion) 322 formed at an edge of the
first plate portion 321 and coupled to an edge of a bottom
surface of the main frame 31.
[0052] A fixed wrap 323, which forms a compression
chamber (V) by being engaged with an orbiting wrap 332
to be explained later, may be formed on an upper surface
of the first plate portion 321. The compression chamber
(V) may be formed between the first plate portion 321
and the fixed wrap 323, and between the orbiting wrap
332 to be explained later and the second plate portion
331. And the compression chamber (V) may be imple-
mented as a suction chamber, an intermediate pressure
chamber and a discharge chamber are consecutively
formed in a moving direction of the wrap.
[0053] The compression chamber (V) may include a
first compression chamber (V1) formed between an inner
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side surface of the fixed wrap 323 and an outer side sur-
face of the orbiting wrap 332, and a second compression
chamber (V2) formed between an outer side surface of
the fixed wrap 323 and an inner side surface of the or-
biting wrap 332.
[0054] That is, as shown in FIG. 2, the first compression
chamber (V1) is formed between two contact points (P11,
P12) generated as the inner side surface of the fixed
wrap 323 and the outer side surface of the orbiting wrap
332 come in contact with each other. Under an assump-
tion that a largest angle among angles formed by two
lines which connect a center (O) of an eccentric portion
with two contact points (P11, P12) is α, a formula (α <
360°) is formed before a discharge operation is started.
And the second compression chamber (V2) is formed
between two contact points (P21, P22) generated as the
outer side surface of the fixed wrap 323 and the inner
side surface of the orbiting wrap 332 come in contact with
each other.
[0055] The first compression chamber (V1) is formed
such that a refrigerant is firstly sucked thereinto than the
second compression chamber (V2), and such that a com-
pression path thereof is relatively long. However, since
the orbiting wrap 332 is formed with irregularity, a com-
pression ration of the first compression chamber (V1) is
lower than that of the second compression chamber (V2).
Further, the second compression chamber (V2) is formed
such that a refrigerant is later sucked thereinto than the
first compression chamber (V1), and such that a com-
pression path thereof is relatively short. However, since
the orbiting wrap 332 is formed with irregularity, a com-
pression ration of the second compression chamber (V2)
is higher than that of the first compression chamber (V1).
[0056] An inlet 324, through which a refrigerant suction
pipe 15 and a suction chamber are communicated with
each other, is penetratingly-formed at one side of the
second side wall portion 322. And an outlet 325, com-
municated with a discharge chamber and through which
a compressed refrigerant is discharged, may be formed
at a central part of the first plate portion 321. The outlet
325 may be formed in one so as to be communicated
with both of the first and second compression chambers
(V1, V2). Alternatively, the outlet 325 may be formed in
plurality so as to be communicated with the first and sec-
ond compression chambers (V1, V2).
[0057] A second shaft accommodation portion 326,
configured to support a sub bearing portion 52 of the
rotation shaft 5 to be explained later, may be formed at
a central part of the first plate portion 321 of the fixed
scroll 32. A second shaft accommodating hole 326a, con-
figured to support the sub bearing portion 52 in a radius
direction, may be penetratingly-formed at the second
shaft accommodating portion 326 in an axial direction.
[0058] A thrust bearing portion 327, configured to sup-
port a lower end surface of the sub bearing portion 52 in
an axial direction, may be formed at a lower end of the
second shaft accommodation portion 326. The thrust
bearing portion 327 may protrude from a lower end of

the second shaft accommodating hole 326a in a radius
direction, towards a shaft center. However, the thrust
bearing portion may be formed between a bottom surface
of an eccentric portion 53 of the rotation shaft 5 to be
explained later, and the first plate portion 321 of the fixed
scroll 32 corresponding thereto.
[0059] A discharge cover 34, configured to accommo-
date a refrigerant discharged from the compression
chamber (V) therein and to guide the refrigerant to a re-
frigerant passage to be explained later, may be coupled
to a lower side of the fixed scroll 32. The discharge cover
34 may be formed such that an inner space thereof may
accommodate therein the outlet 325 and may accommo-
date therein an inlet of the refrigerant passage (PG) along
which a refrigerant discharged from the compression
chamber (V1) is guided to the inner space 1a of the casing
1.
[0060] The refrigerant passage (PG) may be penetrat-
ingly-formed at the second side wall portion 322 of the
fixed scroll 32 and the first side wall portion 311 of the
main frame 31, sequentially, at an inner side of an oil
passage separation portion 8. Alternatively, the refriger-
ant passage (PG) may be formed so as to be consecu-
tively recessed from an outer circumferential surface of
the second side wall portion 322 and an outer circumfer-
ential surface of the first frame 311.
[0061] The orbiting scroll 33 may be installed between
the main frame 31 and the fixed scroll 32 so as to perform
an orbiting motion. An Oldham’s ring 35 for preventing a
rotation of the orbiting scroll 33 may be installed between
an upper surface of the orbiting scroll 33 and a bottom
surface of the main frame 31 corresponding thereto, and
a sealing member 36 which forms a back pressure cham-
ber (S) may be installed at an inner side than the Old-
ham’s ring 35. Thus, the back pressure chamber (S) may
be implemented as a space formed by the main frame
31, the fixed scroll 32 and the orbiting scroll 33, outside
the sealing member 36. The back pressure chamber (S)
forms an intermediate pressure because a refrigerant of
an intermediate pressure is filled therein as the back pres-
sure chamber (S) is communicated with the intermediate
compression chamber (V) by a back pressure hole 321a
provided at the fixed scroll 32. However, a space formed
at an inner side than the sealing member 36 may also
serve as a back pressure chamber as oil of high pressure
is filled therein.
[0062] An orbiting plate portion (hereinafter, will be re-
ferred to as a second plate portion) 331 of the orbiting
scroll 33 may be formed to have an approximate disc
shape. The back pressure chamber (S) may be formed
at an upper surface of the second plate portion 331, and
the orbiting wrap 332 which forms the compression
chamber by being engaged with the fixed wrap 322 may
be formed at a bottom surface of the second plate portion
331.
[0063] The eccentric portion 53 of the rotation shaft 5
to be explained later may be rotatably inserted into a
central part of the second plate portion 331, such that a
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rotation shaft coupling portion 333 may pass there-
through in an axial direction.
[0064] The rotation shaft coupling portion 333 may be
extended from the orbiting wrap 332 so as to form an
inner end of the orbiting wrap 332. Thus, since the rota-
tion shaft coupling portion 333 is formed to have a height
high enough to be overlapped with the orbiting wrap 332
on the same plane, the eccentric portion 53 of the rotation
shaft 5 may be overlapped with the orbiting wrap 332 on
the same plane. With such a configuration, a repulsive
force and a compressive force of a refrigerant are applied
to the same plane on the basis of the second plate portion
to be attenuated from each other. This may prevent a
tilted state of the orbiting scroll 33 due to the compressive
force and the repulsive force.
[0065] An outer circumference of the rotation shaft cou-
pling portion 333 is connected to the orbiting wrap 332
to form the compression chamber (V) during a compres-
sion operation together with the fixed wrap 322. The or-
biting wrap 332 may be formed to have an involute shape
together with the fixed wrap 323. However, the orbiting
wrap 332 may be formed to have various shapes. For
instance, as shown in FIG. 2, the orbiting wrap 332 and
the fixed wrap 323 may be formed to have a shape im-
plemented as a plurality of circles of different diameters
and origin points are connected to each other, and a
curved line of an outermost side may be formed as an
approximate oval having a long axis and a short axis.
[0066] A protrusion 328 protruded toward an outer cir-
cumference of the rotation shaft coupling portion 333, is
formed near an inner end (a suction end or a starting
end) of the fixed wrap 323. A contact portion 328a may
be protruded from the protrusion 328. That is, the inner
end of the fixed wrap 323 may be formed to have a greater
thickness than other parts. With such a configuration, the
inner end of the fixed wrap 323, having the largest com-
pressive force among other parts of the fixed wrap 323,
may have an enhanced wrap intensity and may have
enhanced durability.
[0067] A concaved portion 335, engaged with the pro-
trusion 328 of the fixed wrap 323, is formed at an outer
circumference of the rotation shaft coupling portion 333
which is opposite to the inner end of the fixed wrap 323.
A thickness increase portion 335a, having its thickness
increased from an inner circumferential part of the rota-
tion shaft coupling portion 333 to an outer circumferential
part thereof, is formed at one side of the concaved portion
335, at an upstream side in a direction to form the com-
pression chambers (V). This may enhance a compres-
sion ratio of the first compression chamber (V1) by short-
ening a length of the first compression chamber (V1) prior
to a discharge operation.
[0068] A circular arc surface 335b having a circular arc
shape is formed at another side of the concaved portion
335. A diameter of the circular arc surface 335b is deter-
mined by a thickness of the inner end of the fixed wrap
323 and an orbiting radius of the orbiting wrap 332. If the
thickness of the inner end of the fixed wrap 323, the di-

ameter of the circular arc surface 335b is increased. This
may allow the orbiting wrap around the circular arc sur-
face 335b to have an increased thickness and thus to
obtain durability. Further, since a compression path be-
comes longer, a compression ratio of the second com-
pression chamber (V2) may be increased in correspond-
ence thereto.
[0069] The rotation shaft 5 may be supported in a ra-
dius direction as an upper part thereof is forcibly-coupled
to a central part of the rotor 22, and as a lower part thereof
is coupled to the compression part 3. Thus, the rotation
shaft 5 transmits a rotational force of the motor part 2 to
the orbiting scroll 33 of the compression part 3. As a
result, the orbiting scroll 33 eccentrically-coupled to the
rotation shaft 5 performs an orbiting motion with respect
to the fixed scroll 32.
[0070] A main bearing portion 51, supported in a radius
direction by being inserted into the first shaft accommo-
dating hole 312a of the main frame 31, may be formed
at a lower part of the rotation shaft 5. And the sub bearing
portion 52, supported in a radius direction by being in-
serted into the second shaft accommodating hole 326a
of the fixed scroll 32, may be formed below the main
bearing portion 51. The eccentric portion 53, inserted into
the rotation shaft coupling portion 333 of the orbiting scroll
33, may be formed between the main bearing portion 51
and the sub bearing portion 52.
[0071] The main bearing portion 51 and the sub bear-
ing portion 52 may be formed to be concentric with each
other, and the eccentric portion 53 may be formed to be
eccentric from the main bearing portion 51 or the sub
bearing portion 52 in a radius direction. The sub bearing
portion 52 may be formed to be eccentric from the main
bearing portion 51.
[0072] An outer diameter of the eccentric portion 53
may be preferably formed to be smaller than that of the
main bearing portion 51 but to be larger than that of the
sub bearing portion 52, such that the rotation shaft 5 may
be easily coupled to the eccentric portion 53 through the
shaft accommodating holes 312a, 326a, and the rotation
shaft coupling portion 333. However, in case of forming
the eccentric portion 53 using an additional bearing with-
out integrally forming the eccentric portion 53 with the
rotation shaft 5, the rotation shaft 5 may be coupled to
the eccentric portion 53, without the configuration that
the outer diameter of the eccentric portion 53 is larger
than that of the sub bearing portion 52.
[0073] An oil supply passage 5a, along which oil is sup-
plied to the bearing portions and the eccentric portion,
may be formed in the rotation shaft 5. As the compression
part 3 is disposed below the motor part 2, the oil supply
passage 5a may be formed in a chamfering manner from
a lower end of the rotation shaft 5 to a lower end of the
stator 21 or to an intermediate height of the stator 21, or
to a height higher than an upper end of the main bearing
portion 51.
[0074] An oil feeder 6, configured to pump oil contained
in the oil storage space 1b, may be coupled to a lower
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end of the rotation shaft 5, i.e., a lower end of the sub
bearing portion 52. The oil feeder 6 may include an oil
supply pipe 61 insertion-coupled to the oil supply pas-
sage 5a of the rotation shaft 5, and an oil sucking member
62 (e.g., propeller) inserted into the oil supply pipe 61
and configured to suck oil. The oil supply pipe 61 may
be installed to be immersed in the oil storage space 1b
via a though hole 341 of the discharge cover 34.
[0075] An oil supply hole and/or an oil supply groove,
configured to supply oil sucked through the oil supply
passage to an outer circumferential surface of each of
the respective bearing portions and the eccentric portion,
may be formed at the respective bearing portions and
the eccentric portion, or at a position between the respec-
tive bearing portions. Thus, oil sucked toward an upper
end of the main bearing portion 51 along the oil supply
passage 5a of the rotation shaft 5, an oil supply hole (not
shown) and an oil supply groove (not shown), flows out
of bearing surfaces from an upper end of the first shaft
accommodating portion 312 of the main frame 31. Then,
the oil flows down onto an upper surface of the main
frame 31, along the first shaft accommodating portion
312. Then, the oil is collected in the oil storage space 1b,
through an oil passage (PO) consecutively formed on an
outer circumferential surface of the main frame 31 (or
through a groove communicated from the upper surface
of the main frame 31 to the outer circumferential surface
of the main frame 31) and an outer circumferential sur-
face of the fixed scroll 32.
[0076] Further, oil, discharged to the inner space 1a of
the casing 1 from the compression chamber (V) together
with a refrigerant, is separated from the refrigerant at an
upper space of the casing 1. Then, the oil is collected in
the oil storage space 1b, through a passage formed on
an outer circumferential surface of the motor part 2, and
through the oil passage (PO) formed on an outer circum-
ferential surface of the compression part 3.
[0077] The lower compression type scroll compressor
according to the present invention is operated as follows.
[0078] Firstly, once power is supplied to the motor part
2, the rotor 21 and the rotation shaft 5 are rotated as a
rotational force is generated. As the rotation shaft 5 is
rotated, the orbiting scroll 33 eccentrically-coupled to the
rotation shaft 5 performs an orbiting motion by the Old-
ham’s ring 35.
[0079] As a result, the refrigerant supplied from the out-
side of the casing 1 through the refrigerant suction pipe
15 is introduced into the compression chambers (V), and
the refrigerant is compressed as a volume of the com-
pression chambers (V) is reduced by the orbiting motion
of the orbiting scroll 33. Then, the compressed refrigerant
is discharged to an inner space of the discharge cover
34 through the outlet 325.
[0080] Then, the refrigerant discharged to the inner
space of the discharge cover 34 circulates at the inner
space of the discharge cover 34, thereby having its noise
reduced. Then, the refrigerant moves to a space between
the main frame 31 and the stator 21, and moves to an

upper space of the motor part 2 through a gap between
the stator 21 and the rotor 22.
[0081] Then, the refrigerant has oil separated there-
from at the upper space of the motor part 2, and then is
discharged to the outside of the casing 1 through the
refrigerant discharge pipe 16. On the other hand, the oil
is collected in the oil storage space, a lower space of the
casing 1, through a flow path between an inner circum-
ferential surface of the casing 1 and the stator 21, and
through a flow path between the inner circumferential
surface of the casing 1 and an outer circumferential sur-
face of the compression part 3. Such processes are re-
peatedly performed.
[0082] The compression chamber (V) formed between
the fixed scroll 32 and the orbiting scroll 33 has a suction
chamber at an edge region, and has a discharge chamber
at a central region on the basis of the orbiting scroll 33.
As a result, the fixed scroll 32 and the orbiting scroll 33
have a highest temperature at the central region, and
have a lowest temperature at the edge region. Especially,
a suction refrigerant temperature is about 18J at the suc-
tion chamber, whereas a discharge refrigerant tempera-
ture is about 80h at the discharge chamber. This may
cause a temperature around the suction chamber to be
much lower than a temperature around the discharge
chamber.
[0083] However, a high temperature refrigerant dis-
charged from the discharge chamber spreads to an entire
region of an inner space of the discharge cover 34, there-
by contacting a rear surface of the first plate portion 321
of the fixed scroll 32 which forms the inner space of the
discharge cover 34. As a result, the first plate portion 321
of the fixed scroll 32 has a tendency to expand to an edge
region by receiving heat from the high temperature re-
frigerant. On the other hand, the fixed wrap 323, far from
the inner space of the discharge cover 34, has a smaller
tendency to expand than the first plate portion 321. Due
to such a thermal transformation difference, the fixed
scroll 32 is transformed in a shape to contract in a wrap
direction. Especially, the fixed wrap near the suction
chamber is much influenced by a a suction refrigerant
temperature than the fixed wrap at another region, there-
by having a tendency to be contracted. This may cause
an end of the fixed wrap near the suction chamber to be
more contracted (more transformed) than the fixed wrap
which is positioned at an opposite side to the suction
chamber.
[0084] As a result, as the orbiting scroll 33 is pushed
in an opposite direction to the suction chamber, a gap
may occur between a side surface of the orbiting wrap
332 and a side surface of the fixed wrap 323. This may
cause the compression chamber (V) not to be sealed due
to the gap, resulting in a compression loss or a frictional
loss between the wraps and abrasion.
[0085] FIG. 3 is a planar view illustrating a thermally-
deformed state of a fixed scroll in the scroll compressor
of FIG. 1. FIG. 4 is a frontal schematic view of the fixed
scroll of FIG. 3. FIG. 5 is a sectional view illustrating a
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partial interference between a fixed wrap and an orbiting
wrap, in a coupled state of an orbiting scroll to the fixed
scroll of FIG. 3. FIG. 6 is a sectional view taken along
line ’V-V’ in FIG. 5. And FIG. 7 is a sectional view which
illustrates part C" of FIG. 6 in an enlarged manner.
[0086] As shown, the first plate portion 321 of the fixed
scroll 32 is bent towards an upper side, i.e., an opposite
direction to a contact surface with the discharge cover
34. And a region (A) near the suction chamber (Vs) is
more bent than an opposite region (crank angle of 180°)
(B) by a predetermined angle (α1-α2).
[0087] On the other hand, since a rear surface of the
second plate portion 331 contacts the back pressure
chamber (S) which forms an intermediate pressure, the
orbiting scroll 33 is less transformed than the fixed scroll
32 as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6.
[0088] As a result, as shown in FIG. 7, an edge of an
end 323a of the fixed wrap 323 is interfered with a side
surface of a root 332a of the orbiting wrap 332 contacting
the second plate portion 331. Accordingly, the orbiting
scroll 33 is pushed to the right side of the drawing (an
opposite side to the suction chamber on the basis of a
center of the fixed scroll) (X). If the orbiting scroll 33 is
pushed from the fixed scroll 32 in a radius direction, a
gap (t) occurs between a side surface of the orbiting wrap
332 and a side surface of the fixed wrap 323. This may
cause a compression loss.
[0089] Considering this, in this embodiment, provided
is an offset portion which forms an offset section, near
the suction chamber of the fixed wrap and the suction
chamber of the orbiting wrap corresponding thereto. With
such a configuration, even if the fixed scroll and the or-
biting scroll are thermally transformed, interference be-
tween the fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap is prevented
from occurring near the suction chamber. This may pre-
vent leakage of a compressed refrigerant, occurring at
an opposite side to the suction chamber as the fixed wrap
and the orbiting wrap are spaced from each other.
[0090] FIG. 8 is a planar view illustrating a coupled
state of the fixed scroll and the orbiting scroll each having
an offset portion, in a concentric state of the fixed scroll
and the orbiting scroll in the scroll compressor according
to the present invention. FIG. 9 is a planar view illustrating
an offset portion according to this embodiment in an en-
larged manner. And FIG. 10 is a sectional view taken
along line ’VI-VI’ in FIG. 9.
[0091] As shown in FIG. 8, an offset portion (Os) may
be formed at each of the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting
wrap 332. The offset portion formed at the fixed wrap 323
is called ’first offset portion’, and the offset portion formed
at the orbiting wrap 332 is called ’second offset portion’.
The first offset portion 323b may be formed at a region
including at least part of a section of the fixed wrap 323
which forms the suction chamber (Vs), and the second
offset portion 332b may be formed at a region including
at least part of a section of the orbiting wrap 332 which
forms the suction chamber (Vs).
[0092] The first offset portion 323b may be formed with-

in a range of 630° from a center (O) of the fixed scroll,
on the basis of a suction completion point of the fixed
wrap 323. And the second offset portion 332b may be
formed at the orbiting wrap 332 within a range corre-
sponding to the first offset portion 323b of the fixed wrap
323.
[0093] The suction completion point means a region
where suction at the first compression chamber (V1)
formed by an inner side surface of the fixed wrap 323 is
completed, i.e., a time point when a suction end of the
orbiting wrap 332 contacts an inner side surface of the
fixed wrap 323. In this case, a crank angle is 0° (zero).
[0094] When the crank angle is -30°, an angle is formed
between a virtual line which connects a center (O) of the
fixed scroll 32 with the suction completion point, and a
farthest side wall surface of the inlet 324 (i.e., a farthest
point in an opposite direction to a compression direction).
[0095] A proper offset amount of the offset portion (Os)
is a value which satisfies [a thermal expansion coefficient
(α) of a material of the scroll 3 a distance (L) from a
center of the scroll to the offset portion (L) 3 a temper-
ature difference (ΔT) between a suction refrigerant and
a discharge refrigerant]. For instance, it is assumed that
a refrigerant suction temperature is within a range of -40
∼ 30h, a refrigerant discharge temperature is within a
range of 35 ∼ 140h, the distance (L) is 32mm, the thermal
expansion coefficient (α) is 1310-5/h, and the temper-
ature difference (ΔT) is within a range of 5h ∼ 180h. In
this case, since a minimum offset amount is [1 310-5 3
32 3 5 = 0.0016mm], the proper offset amount is about
2 mm. Further, since a maximum offset amount is [1x10-5
3 32 3 180 = 0.0576mm], the proper offset amount is
about 58 mm. Accordingly, the proper offset amount (δ)
is within a range of 2 mm ≤ δ ≤ 58 mm.
[0096] If a substantial offset amount is smaller than the
proper offset amount, interference between the fixed
wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 may occur near the
suction chamber. In this case, at an opposite side to the
suction chamber, a gap (t) between the fixed wrap 323
and the orbiting wrap 332 may occur as the orbiting scroll
33 is pushed. On the other hand, if a substantial offset
amount is larger than the proper offset amount, a gap
between the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332
may occur near the suction chamber. In this case, at an
opposite side to the suction chamber, a frictional loss and
abrasion may occur due to interference between the fixed
wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332.
[0097] In case of implementing the proper offset
amount at the fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap, the first
and second offset portions 323b, 332b may be formed
in a distributed manner with a proper ratio such that the
sum of the first and second offset portions 323b, 332b
may satisfy the proper offset amount. In this case, since
a thickness of the fixed wrap 323 or the orbiting wrap 332
is prevented from being excessively reduced at the first
or second offset portion 323b, 332b, damage of the fixed
wrap or the orbiting wrap may be prevented when the
scroll compressor is driven with a high compression ratio.
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[0098] However, in some cases, the offset portion 323b
may be formed only at the fixed wrap 323. Alternatively,
the offset portion 332b may be formed only at the orbiting
wrap 332. In the case of forming the offset portion only
at one of the two wraps, a wrap thickness of the fixed
wrap or the orbiting wrap is reduced, resulting in lowering
a reliability when the scroll compressor is driven with a
high compression ratio. Hereinafter, will be explained a
detailed shape of the offset portion with an example that
the first offset portion is formed at the fixed wrap, and the
second offset portion is formed at the orbiting wrap in
correspondence to the first offset portion.
[0099] As shown in FIG. 9, each of the first and second
offset portions 323b, 332b may be formed in a curved
shape, such that an offset amount may be increased to-
wards a central region from two ends thereof. As shown,
the central region of the offset portion is positioned on a
virtual line (CL) which connects a center (O) of the fixed
scroll 32 (or the orbiting scroll) with the suction completion
point, which receives a stress the most with a largest
transformation amount when the fixed scroll 32 is trans-
formed. Thus, a section (or a region) of the fixed wrap
323, which is to be transformed the most, is offset the
most, thereby minimizing an interference amount be-
tween the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332.
[0100] In case of forming the first offset portion 323b
or the second offset portion 332b in a curved shape, each
of the first and second offset portions 323b, 332b may
be formed as a curved surface having one or more cur-
vature radiuses (R2). Here, the curvature radius (R2) of
the first offset portion 323b may be smaller than a cur-
vature radius (R1) of the fixed wrap 323 at a correspond-
ing position. The second offset portion of the orbiting wrap
may be formed vice versa. Although not shown, each
offset portion may be formed in a straight shape such
that its depth may be constant. In this case, two ends of
the offset portion may be formed as a curved surface for
slidable contact between the wraps.
[0101] Although not shown, each of the first and sec-
ond offset portions 323b, 332b may be formed at an entire
section of the fixed wrap 323 or the orbiting wrap 332, in
a wrap moving direction. In this case, each of the first
and second offset portions 323b, 332b may be formed
to have a uniform depth in a wrap moving direction.
[0102] However, considering that each of the fixed
wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 has a transformation
amount increased towards an edge region from a central
region in a wrap moving direction, each offset portion is
preferably formed to have a depth increased towards an
edge region from a central region. If each offset portion
is formed to have a uniform depth, an offset amount is
relatively large at a region having a small transformation
amount, resulting in a gap between the two wraps. On
the other hand, if an offset amount is relatively small at
a region having a large transformation amount, resulting
in interference between the two wraps. Thus, an offset
amount is largest at a region having a largest transfor-
mation amount, and is smallest at a region having a small-

est transformation amount. Preferably, the offset amount
is proportionally reduced towards a region having a small
offset amount from a region having a large offset amount.
[0103] In the case of forming the offset portion on a
side surface of the fixed wrap and/or the orbiting wrap
where interference between the two wraps occurs as the
fixed scroll and/or the orbiting scroll is thermally-trans-
formed, the orbiting scroll may be prevented from being
pushed in a radius direction. This may restrict or minimize
occurrence of a gap between the fixed wrap and the or-
biting wrap, thereby enhancing compression efficiency.
[0104] As shown in FIG. 10, the first offset portion 323b
may be inclined such that a wrap thickness may be re-
duced from a wrap root (or a wrap intermediate region)
of the fixed wrap 323 contacting the first plate portion 321
to a wrap end. On the other hand, the second offset por-
tion 332b may be inclined such that a wrap thickness
may be reduced from a wrap end to a wrap root of the
orbiting wrap.
[0105] The first and second offset portions 323b, 332b
are configured to prevent interference between the fixed
wrap 323 near the suction chamber (Vs) and the orbiting
wrap 332, due to bending towards a central region.
Therefore, it is preferable to form the first offset portion
323b on an inner side surface of the fixed wrap 323, and
to form the second offset portion 332b on an outer side
surface of the orbiting wrap 332.
[0106] This will be explained with an example of an
envelope. The envelope means a moving path of the
compression chamber. When the envelope is moved to
both sides in parallel by an orbiting radius of the orbiting
scroll, formed is a shape of an inner side surface of the
fixed wrap and an outer side surface of the orbiting wrap,
or a shape of an outer side surface of the fixed wrap and
an inner side surface of the orbiting wrap.
[0107] FIG. 11 is a schematic view illustrating a dis-
tance between an inner side surface of the fixed wrap
and an outer side surface of the orbiting wrap when there
is provided no offset portion, and FIG. 12 is a schematic
view illustrating a distance between an inner side surface
of the fixed wrap and an outer side surface of the orbiting
wrap when there is provided an offset portion.
[0108] As shown in FIG. 11, when there is provided no
offset portion, a distance (δ) between the two wraps, ob-
tained by adding a distance (δ1) from the envelope (Lp)
to an inner side surface of the fixed wrap 323, to a dis-
tance (52) from the envelope (Lp) to an outer side surface
of the orbiting wrap 332, is the same as an orbiting radius
(r). On the other hand, as shown in FIG. 12, when an
offset portion is formed at each of the fixed wrap and the
orbiting wrap, a distance (δ’) between the two wraps, ob-
tained by adding a distance (δ1’) from the envelope (Lp)
to an inner side surface of the fixed wrap 323, to a dis-
tance (δ2’) from the envelope (Lp) to an outer side surface
of the orbiting wrap 332, is larger than the orbiting radius
(r). The same applies to a case where the offset portion
is formed only at the fixed wrap.
[0109] A transformation amount of the fixed wrap 323
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may be different from that of the orbiting wrap 332. In this
case, offset amounts of the first and second offset por-
tions 323b, 332b may be preferably different from each
other within a range which satisfies a proper offset
amount.
[0110] In this case, an offset amount of the first offset
portion 323b may be preferably larger than that of the
second offset portion 332b. That is, in this embodiment,
as a wrap end of the fixed wrap 323 and a wrap end of
the orbiting wrap 332 are bent towards a central region,
an edge of an inner side surface of the fixed wrap 323
may be interfered with a wrap root of the orbiting wrap
332. Since a wrap root of the fixed wrap 323 does not
contact a wrap end of the orbiting wrap 332 (more pre-
cisely, a side surface of a wrap end), the first offset portion
323b may be formed only at an edge of an inner side
surface of the fixed wrap 323. Accordingly, the fixed wrap
323 may maintain its thickness at a root thereof, resulting
in enhancing a reliability even when the scroll compres-
sor is driven with a high compression ratio. On the other
hand, since a wrap end of the fixed wrap 323 contacts a
wrap root of the orbiting wrap 332, the second offset por-
tion 332b should be formed up to an end of a wrap root,
i. e, a region where the wrap and the plate portion meet,
or a neighboring region. In this case, since a wrap thick-
ness of the orbiting wrap 332 may be reduced at a wrap
root, an offset amount of the first offset portion 323b may
be preferably larger than that of the second offset portion
332b.
[0111] With such a configuration, in the fixed scroll ac-
cording to this embodiment, even if the plate portion is
thermally transformed (elongated in a radius direction)
by being heated by a high-temperature refrigerant dis-
charged to the inner space of the discharge cover, a wrap
thickness of the fixed wrap is reduced at a section having
the largest stress. This may prevent interference be-
tween the fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap at a corre-
sponding section to the maximum. This may prevent re-
frigerant leakage through a gap formed between the fixed
wrap and the orbiting wrap at an opposite side to a suction
side, due to a partial interference therebetween.
[0112] FIG. 13 is a planar view illustrating a coupled
state of the fixed scroll and the orbiting scroll each having
the offset portion according to the present invention, and
FIG. 14 is a sectional view taken along line ’VII-VII’ in
FIG. 13. As shown, when an inlet 324 is formed on the
left side of the drawing, an end of the fixed wrap 323 is
much bent to the right side of the drawing at a section of
the fixed wrap 323 adjacent to the inlet 324. This may
cause the end of the fixed wrap 323 to be interfered with
a root of the orbiting wrap 332.
[0113] However, if the first and second offset portions
323b, 332b are formed on a right side surface of the fixed
wrap 323 and a left side surface of the orbiting wrap 332,
respectively, in reverse shapes, interference between
the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 may be
prevented. This may prevent the orbiting scroll 33 from
being moved to the right side of the drawing. As a result,

the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 do not have
a gap therebetween on the right side of the drawing. Even
if the fixed wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 are spaced
from each other, a spacing distance therebetween may
be minimized and thus leakage of a compressed refrig-
erant may be minimized.
[0114] Another embodiment of the first and second off-
set portions will be explained as follows.
[0115] In the aforementioned embodiment, the first off-
set portion or both of the first and second offset portions
are formed to be inclined from a wrap root to a wrap end.
However, in this embodiment, the first and second offset
portions may be respectively formed at the wrap end and
the wrap root, with a stair-step, with consideration of a
processability.
[0116] For instance, as shown in FIG. 15, the first offset
portion 323b may be formed at an edge of an inner end
of the fixed wrap 323, in a stair-stepped shape. On the
other hand, the second offset portion 332b may be
formed at a wrap root outside the orbiting wrap 332, in
the form of a groove with a stair-step.
[0117] In this case, a proper offset amount is the same
as that of the aforementioned embodiment, and a basic
configuration and effects are similar to those of the afore-
mentioned embodiment. Thus, detailed explanations
thereof will be omitted. In this embodiment, as the first
offset portion 323b is formed at an edge of a wrap end
of the fixed wrap 323, the fixed wrap 323 may be easily
processed. Further, the orbiting wrap 332 may have an
enhanced processability, since a processing of the sec-
ond offset portion 332b is easier than the aforementioned
inclined processing.
[0118] In case of forming the first offset portion 323b
on an entire region of a side surface of the fixed wrap
323 according to the aforementioned embodiment, a
wrap thickness of the fixed wrap 323 may be generally
reduced, resulting in a low intensity of the fixed wrap 323.
However, in case of forming the first offset portion 323b
on a wrap end of the fixed wrap 323 according to this
embodiment, the fixed wrap 323 may maintain its wrap
thickness at a wrap root. This may allow the fixed wrap
323 to maintain its intensity, resulting in obtaining a reli-
ability.
[0119] Still another embodiment of the first and second
offset portions will be explained as follows.
[0120] In the aforementioned embodiments, each of
the fixed wrap and the orbiting wrap is formed such that
a sectional area at a wrap end is different from a sectional
area at a wrap root. However, in this embodiment, an
offset portion is formed such that a sectional area at a
wrap end is the same as a sectional area at a wrap root.
[0121] For instance, as shown in FIG. 16, the first offset
portion 323b is formed on an inner side surface of the
fixed wrap 323, and the second offset portion 332b is
formed on an outer side surface of the orbiting wrap 332.
In this case, each of the first and second offset portions
323b, 332b may be formed such that a sectional area at
a wrap end may be the same as a sectional area at a
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wrap root.
[0122] Accordingly, at remaining regions of the fixed
wrap 323 and the orbiting wrap 332 except for the first
and second offset portions 323b, 332b, a sectional area
of a wrap end may be the same as a sectional area of a
wrap root.
[0123] In this case, the first and second offset portions
323b, 332b may be easily processed as they are proc-
essed in a direction perpendicular to the wraps. Here,
the first offset portion 323b of the fixed wrap 323 may be
formed with a stair-step, by cutting only an edge of a wrap
end.
[0124] A configuration and effects according to this em-
bodiment are similar to those according to the aforemen-
tioned embodiments, and thus detailed explanations
thereof will be omitted. In this embodiment, a processing
error may be minimized due to a simple processing.
[0125] The invention further relates to the following
numbered items:

1. A scroll compressor, comprising:

an orbiting scroll (33) having an orbiting wrap
(332), and which performs an orbiting motion;
a fixed scroll (32) having a fixed wrap (323) to
form a compression chamber (V) of a suction
chamber, an intermediate pressure chamber
and a discharge chamber, by being engaged
with the orbiting wrap; and
an offset portion (323b, 332b) formed on a side
surface of at least one of the fixed wrap and the
orbiting wrap so as to have a distance between
the two wraps (δ’) greater than an orbiting radius
(r) defined as a distance between the two wraps
in a concentric state between the orbiting scroll
and the fixed scroll.

2. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized in
that the offset portion (323b) is formed on one side
surface of the fixed wrap, opposite to another side
surface of the fixed wrap which forms the suction
chamber (Vs).

3. The scroll compressor of item 2, characterized in
that the offset portion (323b) is formed such that at
least part thereof is included between two virtual
lines which connect a center of the fixed scroll (32)
with two ends of a section which forms the suction
chamber (Vs).

4. The scroll compressor of one of items 1 to 3, char-
acterized in that when one side surface of the fixed
wrap which is towards a center of the fixed scroll is
defined as an inner side surface and another side
surface opposite to the one side surface is defined
as an outer side surface, the offset portion is formed
on the inner side surface of the fixed wrap.

5. The scroll compressor of item 4, characterized in
that when one side surface of the orbiting wrap which
is towards a center of the orbiting scroll is defined
as an inner side surface and another side surface
opposite to the one side surface is defined as an
outer side surface, the offset portion is formed on
the outer side surface of the orbiting wrap.

6. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized in
that the offset portion is formed such that its depth
is increased towards a central region from two ends
thereof in a wrap moving direction.

7. The scroll compressor of item 6, characterized in
that the offset portion is formed as a curved surface
having one or more curvature radiuses (R2), and
characterized in that the curvature radius (R2) of the
offset portion is smaller than a curvature radius (R1)
of the wrap.

8. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized in
that the fixed wrap at a section where the offset por-
tion is formed, has a sectional area decreased to-
wards a wrap end from a wrap root or a region near
the wrap root.

9. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized in
that the orbiting wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, has a sectional area increased to-
wards a wrap end from a wrap root.

10. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized
in that the fixed wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, has a stair-step at an edge of a
wrap end thereof.

11. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized
in that the orbiting wrap at a section where the offset
portion is formed, has a groove having a predeter-
mined depth near a wrap root.

12. The scroll compressor of item 1, characterized
in that the fixed wrap or the orbiting wrap at a section
where the offset portion is formed, is formed to have
the same sectional area from a wrap root to a wrap
end.

13. The scroll compressor of one of items 1 to 12,
characterized in that an offset amount of the offset
portion is calculated by a formula, [a thermal expan-
sion coefficient of the scroll 3 a distance from a cent-
er of the scroll to a side surface of a corresponding
wrap 3 a temperature difference between a suction
refrigerant and a discharge refrigerant].

14. The scroll compressor of one of items 1 to 13,
characterized in that the fixed scroll is installed below
the driving motor.
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Claims

1. A compressor, comprising:

a casing (1);
a driving motor provided at an inner space (1a)
of the casing (1);
a rotation shaft (5) coupled to the driving motor;
an orbiting scroll (33) comprising an orbiting
plate portion (331) including a shaft coupling
portion (333) coupled to the rotating shaft (5),
and an orbiting wrap (332) that extends from the
shaft coupling portion (333);
a fixed scroll (32) comprising a fixed wrap (322),
which forms a compression chamber (V) by be-
ing engaged with the orbiting wrap (332), a fixed
plate portion (321) including an inlet (324) re-
ceiving the refrigerant and an outlet (325)
spaced apart from the inlet (324) to discharge
the refrigerant;
an offset portion provided in at least one portion
of the fixed wrap (322) or the orbiting wrap (332)
and extending an interval between the fixed
wrap (322) and the orbiting wrap (332),
characterized in that the offset portion is pro-
vided adjacent to the inlet.

2. The compressor according to claim 1, wherein the
offset portion is provided within a range from a point
where the inlet (324) starts to a suction completion
point.

3. The compressor according to claim 1 or 2, wherein
the offset portion is provided at edge region of the
fixed wrap (322) or the orbiting wrap (332).

4. The compressor according to any one of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the offset portion is provided to
be concaved on the side surface of fixed wrap (322)
or the side surface of the orbiting wrap (332).

5. The compressor according to claim 4, wherein depth
at the center of the offset portion is larger than the
depth at two ends of the offset portion.

6. The compressor according to claim 5, wherein the
offset amount is increased toward a central region
of the offset portion two ends of the offset portion.

7. The compressor according to any one of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the offset portion is provided to
be formed at the fixed wrap (322) or the orbiting wrap
(332).

8. The compressor according to claim 7, wherein the
offset portion is provided to be formed on the inner
surface of the fixed wrap (322) and the outer surface
of the orbiting wrap (332).

9. The compressor according to claim 7 or 8, wherein
the curvature radius of the offset portion is provided
smaller than the curvature radius of the fixed wrap
(322).

10. The compressor according to claim 7, 8 or 9,
wherein the offset portion of the fixed wrap (322) is
provided with a smaller curvature radius than the oth-
er surface of the fixed wrap (322),
wherein the offset portion of the orbiting wrap (332)
is provided with a larger radius of curvature than the
other surface of the orbiting wrap (332).

11. The compressor according to any one of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the offset portion is provided at
a wrap root of the fixed wrap (322) and a wrap end
of the orbiting wrap (332).
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